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A unified viewpoint on the van Vleck and Herman-Kluk propagators in Hilbert space and their recently de-
veloped counterparts in Wigner representation is presented. It is shown that the numerical protocol for the
Herman-Kluk propagator, which contains the van Vleck one as a particular case, coincides in both represen-
tations. The flexibility of the Wigner version in choosing the Gaussians’ width for the underlying coherent
states, being not bound to minimal uncertainty, is investigated numerically on prototypical potentials. Ex-
ploiting this flexibility provides neither qualitative nor quantitative improvements. Thus, the well-established
Herman-Kluk propagator in Hilbert space remains the best choice to date given the large number of semi-
classical developments and applications based on it.
Introduction. The idea to utilize simple and robust
tools of classical mechanics for describing quantum-
mechanical effects is extremely tempting. In this context,
semiclassical techniques are attracting a never-fading in-
terest, since van Vleck (vV) proposed a semiclassical
propagator which is exclusively based on classical trajec-
tories.1,2 However, the original semiclassical approaches
suffer from conceptual intrinsic problems that mostly
originate from the fact that classical mechanics oper-
ates in phase space (position and momentum), whereas a
standard formulation of quantum mechanics is in Hilbert
space (based on position or momentum wavefunctions).
This makes a connection between the two theories not
straightforward. In particular, employing the original vV
formulation for numerical simulations is hindered due to
the infamous root-search problem related to two-sided
boundary conditions in position-space propagation. This
gave rise to initial-value representations (IVRs) that are
exploiting initial position-momentum pairs instead of ini-
tial and final positions (or momenta), see Refs. 3–5 for re-
views. Further attempt to formulate the theory in terms
of phase space objects was based on expanding the evolu-
tion operator in the coherent states’ basis leading to the
Herman-Kluk (HK) propagator,6,7 which can be derived
by different means8–14 and viewed as a frozen-Gaussian15
IVR approximation.
One can show that in their Hilbert space formulations
the vV propagator is a (non-optimal) limiting case of the
HK one if the width of the underlying Gaussians tends
to zero either in positions or in momenta, referred to
as position vV or momentum vV, respectively.3 Interest-
ingly, the HK propagator can be also derived from the
vV propagator by either performing a stationary phase
approximation16 or by applying a modified Filinov trans-
form.11 These relations underline the principal semiclas-
sical equivalence of the two propagators, although there
have been misunderstandings about the HK propagator
being inferior to the vV propagator, see Ref. 5 for a de-
tailed discussion.
a)
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A historically different way of putting classical and
quantum mechanics on equal footing is to recast the en-
tire quantum mechanics in terms of a phase-space quasi-
probability density via, for instance, the Weyl trans-
form.17 The resulting Wigner function constitutes a one-
to-one representation of the quantum-mechanical density
operator including coherences.18,19 The latter are rep-
resented via small-scale oscillations,20,21 which pose a
big challenge to any simulation technique and lead to
strongly non-classical dynamics of Wigner functions even
in the limit ~ → 0 due to “dangerous cross-terms”.22
These obstacles severely slowed down the development
of the methodologies based on such a propagation. Nev-
ertheless, various semiclassical Wigner propagators have
appeared in the past decade.23–25 An important con-
tribution was made by Koda,26 based on the interpre-
tation of the Moyal equation for the Wigner function,
as a Schro¨dinger equation.27 This approach provided a
unified way to develop semiclassical Wigner propagators
based on the existing Hilbert space ones. Thereby, the
Wigner version of the HK propagator was suggested and
the Wigner version of the vV propagator23,24 was re-
derived and re-formulated in terms of an IVR. The latter
was again shown to turn into the former in the limit
of infinitely shrinked Gaussians, fully analogous to their
Hilbert space counterparts. As in Hilbert space, the vV
propagator constitutes a non-optimal particular case of
the HK propagator.
Practical applications of semiclassical techniques usu-
ally suffer from the so-called sign problem, which is
caused by the rapid oscillations in the phase factors
and leads to slow convergence of semiclassical averages.
To tackle this problem, several approximations have
been developed based on Filinov filtering28,29 or forward-
backward schemes30,31 allowing one to deal with systems
of up to hundreds of degrees of freedom (DOFs) in var-
ious contexts.32–42 Other approaches employ improved
sampling techniques40,43 or hybrid schemes treating a se-
lected number of unimportant DOFs less accurately44,45
or even implicitly as a heat bath.46,47 The Hilbert space
HK propagator and the aforementioned approximations
to it provide hitherto the most numerically convenient
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2semiclassical protocols beyond the somewhat simplistic
Wigner model also referred to as linearized semiclassical
initial-value representation (LSC-IVR).48 Thus, the nat-
ural question arises, whether the Wigner formulation of
the HK propagator has certain benefits over its Hilbert
space counterpart. This is the central question of this
Communication.
Theory. The Hilbert space formulation of the HK
propagator reads3–5
exp
[
− i
~
Hˆt
]
≈
∫
dz0
2pi~
Ct(z0) exp
[
i
~
St(z0)
]
|zt〉 〈z0| ,
(1)
where a one-dimensional system is considered for the sake
of presentation; the generalization to the 3D N -particle
case is straightforward and is exploited in the Supple-
ment. The integration here goes over the initial points
of classical trajectories zt ≡ (qt, pt) on which coherent
states |z〉 ≡ |q, p〉 are placed. The latter are defined via
the wavefunctions
〈x|z〉 ≡
( γ
pi~
)1/4
exp
[
− γ
2~
(x− q)2 + i
~
p(x− q)
]
.
(2)
The parameter γ > 0 balances the quantum uncertainties
in position, σ2q = ~/(2γ), and in momentum, σ
2
p = ~γ/2,
keeping the uncertainty product minimal. Further, the
classical action, St =
∫ t
0
dτ [q˙τpτ −H(zτ )], as well as the
prefactor
Ct(z0) =
(
1
2
[
∂pt
∂p0
+
∂qt
∂q0
− iγ ∂qt
∂p0
+
i
γ
∂pt
∂q0
])1/2
, (3)
containing the entries of the classical stability (mon-
odromy) matrix appear in Eq. (1). As it was discussed
above, the position/momentum IVR vV propagator can
be restored by considering the γ → ∞/γ → 0 limit, re-
spectively. Importantly, focusing on one canonical vari-
able leads to an infinite uncertainty in the conjugate one.
This was even served as an advantage that may help to
solve the longstanding problem of treating tunneling via
semiclassical approaches.24 Still, the absence of a physi-
cally meaningful, i.e. limiting distribution in one of the
coordinates poses the question whether the respective
phase space integral converges. It is apparent that it
can only converge by means of the fast-oscillating phase
factor, which is at minimum hard to achieve numerically,
as has been noted, e.g., by Kay.49 Indeed, we confirm be-
low that the vV propagator neither solves the tunneling
problem, nor performs well in general and in comparison
to the HK one in particular.
Very recently, Koda has formulated a Wigner HK prop-
agator that, being applied to the initial Wigner function,
W0(z), reads
26
W (z, t) =
∫
dz¯0 d∆z0
(2pi~)2
C˜t(z¯0,∆z0) exp
[
i
~
S˜t(z¯0,∆z0)
]
× g(z; z¯t,∆zt)
∫
dz′g∗(z′; z¯0,∆z0)W0(z
′) . (4)
centre vV
position vVchord vV
momentum vV
Wigner HK
Hilbert HK
2
sical action, St(z0) =
R t
0 d⌧ [q˙⌧p⌧  H(z⌧ )], as well as the
prefactor
Ct(z0) =
✓
1
2

@pt
@p0
+
@qt
@q0
  i  @qt
@p0
+
i
 
@pt
@q0
 ◆1/2
, (3)
containing the entries of the classical stability (mon-
odromy) matrix appear in Eq. (1). As it was discussed
above, the position/momentum IVR vV propagator can
be restored by considering the   ! 1/  ! 0 limit, re-
spectively. Importantly, focusing on one canonical vari-
able leads to an infinite uncertainty in the conjugate one.
This was even served as an advantage that may help to
solve the longstanding problem of treating tunneling via
semiclassical approaches.23 Still, the absence of a phys-
ically meaningful distribution in one of the coordinates
poses the question whether the respective phase space in-
tegral converges. It is apparent that it can only converge
by means of the fast-oscillating phase factor, which is at
minimum hard to achieve numerically, as, e.g., noted by
K. Kay.35 Indeed, we confirm below that the vV propa-
gator neither solves the tunneling problem, nor performs
well in general and in comparison to the HK one in par-
ticular.
Very recently, S. Koda has formulated a Wigner HK
pr pagator that b ing applied to the initial Wigner func-
tion, W0(z), reads
26
W (z, t) =
Z
dz¯0d z0
(2⇡~)2
C˜t(z¯0, z0) exp

i
~ S˜t(z¯0, z0)
 
⇥ g(z; z¯t, z )
Z
dz0g⇤(z0; z¯0, z0)W0(z
0) . (4)
Here, the integration is taken over initial centres z¯ ⌘
( ++ z )/2, and chords  z ⌘ (z+  z ) of pairs of clas-
sical trajectories z±t . These carry ’phase space coherent
states’, which can be viewed as operating on a double
phase space, defined as
g(z; z¯, z) = det
✓
 
⇡~
◆1/4
exp

  1
2~ (z   z¯)
T (z   z¯)
 
⇥ exp

i
~ z
TJT (z   z¯)
 
, (5)
where it becomes apparent that centres and chords have
the same conjugate relation as positions and momenta in
the Hilbert-space coherent states.26 The symmetric and
positive definite (2⇥2)-matrix   balances the uncertain-
ties in centres and chords and J is the symplectic matrix
J =
✓
0 1
 1 0
◆
. (6)
The ac ion in he phase factor is defined as S˜t ⌘R t
0 d⌧
h
˙¯zT⌧ J z⌧  H+(z+⌧ ) +H (z ⌧ )
i
where the trajec-
tories are evolved according to not necessarily the same
Hamilton functions, H±, an the prefactor C˜t expectedly
centre vV
position vVchord vV
momentum vV
Wigner HK
Hilbert HK
FIG. 1. Schematic relationship of all semiclassical IVR prop-
agators, see text for the discussion.
consists of the respective stability matrices M±t
C˜t(z¯0, z0) = (det )
 1/2 det
✓
 
2
+ iJ
◆
M+t
✓
1 + iJ
 
2
◆
+
✓
 
2
  iJ
◆
M t
✓
1  iJ 
2
◆ 1/2
. (7)
As in Hilbert space, it is possible to consider the vV limits
| |!1 and | |! 0 leading to pure ’centre’ and ’chord’
representations, respectively.26 Hence, we refer to these
limits as centre vV and chord vV propagators.
All these propagators are schematically depicted in
Fig. 1, with all vV propagators being located in the cor-
ners. Importantly, as it was already noticed in Ref. 26,
Weyl-transforming the density operator propagated via
two Hilbert space HK propagators, Eq. (1), leads to the
Wigner HK propagator in Eq. (4). Such a propagator
inherits the minimal uncertainty condition imposed on
the underlying Gaussian widths,   = diag( q,  p), with
 q ·  p = 4, and thus corresponds to the hyperbola (blue
dashed line in Fig. 1). In contrast, the Wigner HK prop-
agator can be derived directly in Wigner representation
without such a restriction, and thus covers the whole area
in the sketch. Naturally, it contains the Hilbert space HK
propagator as a special case and can interpolate between
all aforementioned vV limits, whereas the Hilbert space
version, being bound to minimal uncertainty, can only
access the position and momentum vV limits. Thus, the
Wigner HK propagator covers all important semiclassical
IVR propagators that have been formulated so far.
The relationships illustrated in Fig. 1 can only be un-
covered by a direct transform of the Hilbert space prop-
agators into the Wigner representation. Without this
preliminary transform, it is natural to expect that the
two versions of the same propagator might lead to con-
ceptually di↵erent numerical schemes. Let us consider a
general expectation value, E(t), of the form
E(t) = Tr
✓
Aˆ exp

  i~Hˆ
+t
 
Bˆ exp

i
~Hˆ
 t
 ◆
, (8)
with two hermitian operators Aˆ, Bˆ and two time-
evolution operators with respect to the Hamiltonians
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Here, the integration is taken over initial c ntres (mid-
points), z¯ ≡ (z+ + z−)/2, and chords (differences),
∆z ≡ (z+ − z−), of pairs of classical trajectories, z±t .
These carry ’phase space cohere t states’ defined as
g(z; z¯,∆z) = det
(
Γ
pi~
)1/4
exp
[
− 1
2~
(z − z¯)TΓ(z − z¯)
]
× exp
[
i
~
∆zTJT (z − z¯)
]
, (5)
which can be viewed as op rating on a double phase
space. Here centres and chords h ve th s me conj gate
relation as positions and momenta in the Hilbert-space
coherent states.26 The symmetric and positive definite
(2 × 2)-matrix Γ balances the uncertainties in centres
and chords and J is the symplectic matrix
J =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
. (6)
The action in the phase factor is defined as S˜t ≡∫ t
0
dτ
[
˙¯zTτ J∆zτ −H+(z+τ ) +H−(z−τ )
]
, where the trajec-
tories are evolved according to not necessarily the same
Hamilton functions, H±, and the prefactor C˜t consists of
the respective stability matrices M±t
C˜t(z¯0,∆z0) = (det Γ)
−1/2 det
[
1
2
(
Γ
2
+ iJ
)
M+t
(
1 + iJ
Γ
2
)
+
1
2
(
Γ
2
− iJ
)
M−t
(
1− iJΓ
2
)]1/2
. (7)
As in Hilbert space, it is possible to consider the vV limits
|Γ| → ∞ and |Γ| → 0 leading to pure ’centre’ and ’chord’
representations, respectively.26 Hence, we refer to these
limits as centre vV and chord vV propagators.
All aforementioned propagators are schematically de-
picted in Fig. 1. Assuming the form Γ = diag(γq, γp),
the Wigner HK propagator covers the whole (γq, γp) -
plane. Importantly, Weyl-transforming the density op-
erator propagated via two Hilbert space HK propaga-
tors, Eq. (1), leads to a propagator that has the same
3form as the Wigner HK propagator in Eq. (4) but in-
herits the minimal uncertainty condition,26 which can be
written as γq · γp = 4 and is represented by the blue
dotted hyperbola in Fig. 1. The Hilbert space position-
and momentum vV limits introduced above are charac-
terised by (γq, γp) → (∞, 0) and (γq, γp) → (0,∞) and
are located in the lower right and upper left corners of
Fig. 1, respectively. These limits preserve the minimal-
uncertainty condition and are thus accessible via the
Hilbert space HK propagator. In contrast, the centre-
and chord vV limits are given by (γq, γp)→ (∞,∞) and
(γq, γp)→ (0, 0) located in the upper right and lower left
corner. They can not be reached by the Hilbert space
HK propagator as they disobey the minimal uncertainty
condition. Overall, Fig. 1 illustrates that the Wigner HK
propagator covers all important semiclassical IVR prop-
agators that have been formulated so far.
Theoretical considerations. The relationships in
Fig. 1 can only be uncovered by a direct transform of
the Hilbert space propagators into the Wigner repre-
sentation. Without this explicit transform, it is natural
to expect that the two versions of the HK propagator
might lead to conceptually different numerical schemes.
Let us consider a general expectation value, E(t), of the
form
E(t) = Tr
(
Aˆ exp
[
− i
~
Hˆ+t
]
Bˆ exp
[
i
~
Hˆ−t
])
, (8)
with two Hermitian operators Aˆ, Bˆ and two time-
evolution operators with respect to the Hamiltonians
Hˆ±. With Hˆ+ = Hˆ− this expression covers standard
quantum expectation values and correlation functions of
an observable Aˆ by identifying Bˆ with the density opera-
tor ρˆ or with ρˆ · Aˆ, respectively. Further, Eq. (8) can ac-
count for non-Heisenberg time evolution with Hˆ+ 6= Hˆ−,
which appears, e.g., in optical response functions for elec-
tronic transitions. The semiclassical expression in Hilbert
space, EHscl(t), can be obtained straightforwardly by in-
serting two Hilbert space HK propagators, Eq. (1), into
Eq. (8), resulting in
EHscl(t) =
∫
dz+0 dz
−
0
(2pi~)2
Gt(z
+
0 , z
−
0 )A
∗(z+t , z
−
t )B(z
+
0 , z
−
0 )
(9)
with
Gt(z
+
0 , z
−
0 ) ≡ Ct(z+0 )C∗t (z−0 ) exp
[
i
~
{St(z+0 )− St(z−0 )}
]
A(z+t , z
−
t ) ≡ 〈z+t |Aˆ|z−t 〉
B(z+0 , z
−
0 ) ≡ 〈z+0 |Bˆ|z−0 〉 . (10)
In the Wigner representation, E(t) reads
E(t) =
∫
dz AW(z)BW(z, t) , (11)
where AW(z) and BW(z, t) are the Weyl symbols repre-
senting the operators Aˆ and exp[− i~Hˆ+t]Bˆ exp[ i~Hˆ−t],
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FIG. 2. The error, Eq. (14), displayed as a function of γq
and γp for the optical response function of two shifted Morse
potentials (panel a) and the state-state auto-correlation func-
tion for the double-well potential in the classical, shallow, and
deep tunneling regimes (panels b-d), see text. Insets com-
pare a typical semiclassical function in question (dotted line)
against the exact result (solid line). The parameters (γq, γp)
corresponding to former are marked via the black circle in the
2D error plots. Dashed line indicate the minimal uncertainty
hyperbola.
respectively.17 The corresponding semiclassical expres-
sion, EWscl(t), follows directly from applying Eq. (4) to
the Weyl symbol, BW(z, t), in Eq. (11) and leads to
EWscl(t)=
∫
dz¯0d∆z0
(2pi~)2
G˜t(z¯0,∆z0)A˜W(z¯t,∆zt)B˜W(z¯0,∆z0) ,
(12)
with the functions
G˜t(z¯0,∆z0) ≡ C˜t(z¯0,∆z0) exp
[
i
~
S˜t(z¯0,∆z0)
]
A˜W(z¯t,∆zt) ≡
∫
dzAW(z)g(z; z¯t,∆zt)
B˜W(z¯0,∆z0) ≡
∫
dzBW(z)g
∗(z; z¯0,∆z0) . (13)
Although the expressions for EHscl(t) and E
W
scl(t) look sim-
ilar, they seem to contain different ingredients thus lead-
ing to different computation protocols. However, a care-
ful rearrangement of all the functions in Eqs. (10, 13) us-
ing the transform from initial centres and chords to initial
points of the trajectories, carried out in detail in the Sup-
plement, shows that the integrands of EHscl(t) and E
W
scl(t)
coincide exactly for a matrix Γ satisfying, again, the min-
imal uncertainty condition γq · γp = 4. Importantly, this
coincidence can be shown without the initial Weyl trans-
form and one can, thus, conclude that the semiclassical
Wigner propagator does not yield a principally new com-
putation protocol compared to its Hilbert space version.
This is the first main result of this Communication.
Numerical investigations. According to the theoret-
ical considerations above, the only new aspect of the
Wigner HK propagator is a mere technical flexibility in
4choosing the width matrix Γ being not bound to mini-
mal uncertainty. It remains to be checked whether this
flexibility can yield a numerical advantage, which is done
below based on two prototypical examples. First, the op-
tical response function, R(t), of an electronic transition
between two shifted potential energy surfaces (PESs),
V±(q), is investigated. Such a response function is a par-
ticular case of Eq. (8), with Aˆ = 1 and Bˆ = ρˆ0, i.e. the
initial state, and, being Fourier-transformed, corresponds
to a vibronic spectrum in the Condon approximation.
The two Hamiltonians, Hˆ±, describe the nuclear time
evolution on the respective PESs, V ±(q), which have the
form of Morse potentials. In order to test a chemically
relevant regime, V +(q) is chosen to be the ground state
PES of the O−H stretch in water, with parameters taken
from Ref. 50, whereas those for V −(q) are set to yield half
of the harmonic frequency of V +(q). The upper PES is
shifted by 0.2 A˚ and the mass of the nuclear DOF, q, is
the reduced mass of oxygen and hydrogen, see Supple-
ment for further details. The ground state of V +(q) in
the Wigner representation is used as the initial state.
Second, we consider a proton in the double-well po-
tential from Ref. 51. This potential describes solvent-
induced proton transfer in strongly H-bonded complexes
and has a barrier height of 4 kcal/mol, which amounts to
two quantum eigenstates below the barrier only. For this
system, the state-state auto-correlation function, Cρρ(t),
is calculated, which can be obtained from Eq. (8) by set-
ting Aˆ = Bˆ = ρˆ0 and Hˆ
+ = Hˆ−. A Gaussian Wigner
function, corresponding to the part of the first excited
state localised in one of the wells, is taken as the initial
state. Schematically, one can identify three characteris-
tic regimes of tunneling: i) classical tunneling, where the
classical trajectories can easily pass the barrier, ii) shal-
low tunneling, a regime where tunneling is less important
but still plays a role (see also Ref. 52) and iii) deep tun-
neling regime. In the deep tunneling regime, the chosen
initial state is centred at the minimum of one of the wells
(average energy of 88 % of the barrier height) and can be
viewed as a superposition of the two eigenstates below
the barrier. This leads to a slow Rabi-type oscillation of
the probability density between the wells, which is mainly
induced by tunneling. This characteristic motion is re-
duced when the energy of the initial state is increased,
e.g., upon placing it away from the potential minimum.
In the shallow tunneling regime the initial state is, thus,
centred near the barrier top (130 % of the barrier energy)
and strongly displaced from the minimum (820% of the
barrier energy) in the classical regime.
In order to quantify the accuracy of the semiclassi-
cal treatment, the expectation values, Escl(t), have been
computed via Eq. (12) and compared against exact quan-
tum references, Eqm(t), obtained from a second-order
split-operator treatment of the Wigner propagation. We
have employed 25,000 and 50,000 trajectory pairs for the
first and the second example, respectively, see Supple-
ment for further numerical details. Note that the Hilbert
space HK propagator protocol is covered by Eq. (12) with
Γ fulfilling the minimal uncertainty condition. The error
in the semiclassical result has been quantified as
(γq, γp) ≡
√√√√∫ dt|Eqm(t)− Escl(t)|2∫
dt|Eqm(t)|2
, (14)
being a function of the two parameters, γq and γp, for a
diagonal matrix Γ = diag(γq, γp).
The error for the first example, the optical response
function, is displayed in Fig. 2a), as a 2D colour plot;
note that each panel has the same layout as Fig. 1.
The minimal uncertainty hyperbola, that corresponds to
the Hilbert space HK propagator, is indicated via the
dashed line therein. The error reveals a shallow mini-
mum ( ≈ 12 %). In the inset, a representative response
function, Rscl(t) (dotted line), calculated at the position
indicated by a circle, is compared against the reference
,Rqm(t), (solid line) demonstrating that this error corre-
sponds to a visually good agreement. Importantly, this
shallow minimum is crossed by the minimal uncertainty
line, implying that it can be accessed by the Hilbert space
propagator. In contrast, the vV limits corresponding
to the corners of the graph, see Fig. 1, reveal large er-
rors confirming their numerically poor performance. It is
though expected that a dramatic increase in the number
of trajectory pairs will eventually yield accurate results.
Considering the accuracy of the state-state autocor-
relation function of the double-well system, panels b) -
d) in Fig. 2, one observes the very same behaviour for
the classical tunneling regime, panel b): a shallow min-
imum ( ≈ 20 %) is clearly visible and accessible by the
minimal uncertainty line. The vV limits, in turn, show
large deviations from the exact reference. The reason-
able accuracy in this regime is expected, since tunneling
does not play a role as the system has enough energy
to pass the barrier classically. In contrast, in the shal-
low and deep tunneling regimes, panels c) and d), a bad
accuracy of the semiclassical approximation is revealed.
While the minimum of the error (with large errors of
≈ 65 %) can still be recognized in the shallow tunneling
regime (around the circle in panel c)), the deep tunneling
regime is not accurately described on the whole (γq, γp)-
plane. This is also reflected in a direct comparison of
the semiclassical result, Cρρscl(t), against the exact refer-
ence, Cρρqm(t), see insets. Thus, the infamous breakdown
of the semiclassical approximation in the deep tunneling
regime53,54 is not prevented by exploiting the full flexibil-
ity in choosing the matrix Γ and the performance is even
worse in the vV limits. Overall, the numerical investi-
gation shows that whenever the semiclassical results are
accurate, the shallow error minimum is accessible via the
minimal uncertainty line, i.e. via the Hilbert space HK
propagator. If the semiclassical performance is bad, uti-
lizing the broader parameter range of Γ provided by the
Wigner HK propagator does not yield an improvement.
Conclusions. In this Communication, we have com-
pared semiclassical Herman-Kluk and van Vleck propaga-
tors formulated in Hilbert space and in Wigner represen-
5tation. It has been shown that switching to the Wigner
representation yields the very same numerical protocol as
in Hilbert space and is thus not beneficial. The only addi-
tional flexibility of the Wigner formulation lies in the ar-
bitrary choice of the Gaussians’ width for the underlying
coherent states being not bound to minimal uncertainty.
After a careful numerical investigation for prototypical
Morse and double-well potentials it has turned out that
this freedom leads neither to qualitative nor quantitative
improvements in performance. The overall conclusion is
thus that the semiclassical Herman-Kluk propagator in
Wigner representation performs exactly the same way as
its state-of-the-art counterpart in Hilbert space.
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Supplementary Material The supplementary material
contains the detailed proof that the Wigner and Hilbert-
space versions of the HK propagator yield the same pro-
tocol for computing semiclassical averages. It further
gives a detailed system description and elaborates on sim-
ulation strategies employed.
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